
MONROE'S 
MOUNTAIN:

The Motivated 
Sequence 

of Alan Monroe 
applied to 

sermon preparation.

17th edition



Human  Text Divine
  Need/                                          Solution
Problem       

→
Application

← 
Attention

Visualization                                                                    Visualization



Delivering the message:



Attention Step:
Get their 
attention.

Begin the 
journey at the 
foot of the 
mountain.



Read the statement of the Human Need/ 
Problem. Visualize that experience

 with 1-3 illustrations.

Need/Problem
Step:

Feel
 the pain.



Explore the 
mountain top.

Read the Text 
and explain it.



Read the statement of the Divine Solution. 
Visualize the victorious 
experience 
with 1-3 
illustrations.

Divine
 Solution

Feel the 
excitement!



01

What will people need to do Monday?

Application step.



Writing the 
message: 

1. Begin with the text.
What are the edges?

↓



Writing the 
message: 

ONE                      vs. Topical Sermon   

Scripture         vs. “Bible hopper” or
Discussed thoroughly    “Wimbleton” Sermon

↓
1. Begin with the text.

What are the edges?



3.  Look right: 
 Who's blest? 

How?

2.  Look left: 
Who hurts?  
Why? Think about 

the text.



4.  Define the Human Need or Problem:
(As a thesis sentence)                 

HURT



01 5.  Define the Divine Solution:
(As a thesis sentence) 

BLEST



01

What questions 
would people ask?
What words need 
explanations?

6.  Exegesis: Think about the passage. 
Does the context or placement in the 

bible book suggest anything relevant?

Fill in 
the Details.



Visualize the hurt:
7.  Is this a problem of people today?       

8.  What does this feel 
like?  Describe how 

people feel when they 
have this problem.



9.  Can you think of three illustrations of this 
human pain or problem that would help 

people empathize & experience
 the pain of others? 

Feel
 the pain.



Visualize the blessing:
10. Will this solution work today?



11.   What would it look like? Describe 
how things would be different and better, 
such that people can see, feel, hear & 
experience it.

Feel the 
excitement!



01

How do I live this in my life today? What is the recipe?  
What are the steps?  What should I do tomorrow?

12.  Apply the solution in the real world:



13.  How should I 
get their attention?

- a rhetorical question
- an illustration
- “Zan Holmes” silence
- dramatic action
- visual aid (bucket)
- other?



Timing:

5 min

5 min

5 min

Up to 5 min on
Application →
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